We present fast algorithms for sketching valuation functions. Let N (|N| = n) be some ground set and v : 2 N → R be a function. We say thatṽ : 2 N → R is an α-sketch of v if for every set S we have that v(S) α ≤ṽ(S) ≤ v(S) andṽ can be described in poly(n) bits. Goemans et al. [SODA'09] showed that if v is submodular then there exists anÕ( √ n)-sketch that can be constructed using polynomially many value queries (this is essentially the best possible, as Balcan and Harvey [STOC'11] show that no submodular function admits an n 1 3 − -sketch). Based on their work, Balcan et al. [COLT'12] and Badanidiyuru et al. [SODA'12] show that if v is subadditive, then there exists anÕ( √ n)sketch that can be constructed using polynomially many demand queries. All previous sketches are based on complicated geometric constructions. The first step in their constructions is proving the existence of a good sketch by finding an ellipsoid that "approximates" v well (this is done by applying John's theorem to ensure the existence of an ellipsoid that is "close" to the polymatroid that is associated with v). The second step is to show that this ellipsoid can be found efficiently, and this is done by repeatedly solving a certain convex program to obtain better approximations of John's ellipsoid.
INTRODUCTION
In this article, we tackle the problem of sketching valuation functions. Consider a function v : 2 N → R + that is defined over a ground set of N, |N| = n, elements.
Representing v requires specifying 2 n numbers, which is too large for most problems. For example, if the function is submodular, then we usually require that optimization algorithms will run in time poly(n).
One way to overcome the representation obstacle is to assume that v is given as a black box and to develop algorithms that query v no more than poly(n) times. Goemans et al. [2009] suggest the following alternative approach: instead of v, we can useṽ-a function in which for all S,ṽ(S) is close to v(S) andṽ can be succinctly described. More formally,ṽ : 2 N → R + is an α-sketch 1 of v ifṽ can be represented in polynomial space, and for every bundle S ⊆ N, we have that v(S) α ≤ṽ(S) ≤ v(S). Goemans et al. [2009] show not only that every submodular function v admits añ O( √ n)-sketch, but also that if v is given to us as a black box, we can find this sketch by making only poly(n) value queries (given S, what is v(S)?). Their construction is technical and involved. Very roughly speaking, existence of a good sketch is proved by considering a polymatroid associated with v, and finding an ellipsoid E that approximates well the polymatroid using John's theorem. Algorithmically, finding an ellipsoid that approximates E is done by repeatedly solving several instances of a certain convex optimization problem, to get closer and closer to E. We refer the reader to Goemans et al. [2009] for full details on their approach. Balcan and Harvey [2011] prove that the preceding construction is essentially the best possible, in the sense that there are submodular functions (which are even rank functions of a certain family of matroids) for which no n 1 3 − -sketch exists. Thus, the focus of this research line has switched to finding good sketches for larger classes of valuations. 2 Balcan et al. [2012] and Badanidiyuru et al. [2012] show thatÕ( √ n)-sketches exist for the larger class of subadditive valuations. Furthermore, these sketches can be found using a polynomial number of demand queries 3 (the power of value queries is weak in this setting-it is known that with polynomially many value queries only trivial sketches of subadditive functions can be obtained [Badanidiyuru et al. 2012] ). These papers follow the basic ellipsoid-based approach of Goemans et al. [2009] , developing it even further to support subadditive functions.
Our contribution is twofold. First, we present a radically different proof for all the aforementioned positive results. 4 Our proof is much simpler, uses first principles only, and in particular avoids complicated geometric arguments. Moreover, although all of the aforementioned algorithmic sketches run formally in polynomial time, the hidden constants are very large. A concrete benefit of our proof is that it enables us to develop much faster sketching algorithms, hence joining the recent effort of obtaining faster versions of fundamental algorithms in submodular optimization (e.g., Badanidiyuru and Vondrák [2014] , Borgs et al. [2014] , and Chekuri et al. [2015] ). THEOREM 1.1. The following two statements hold:
-There exists an algorithm that findsÕ( √ n)-sketch for any submodular function using O(n 3 2 · log 3 (n)) value queries.
-There exists an algorithm that findsÕ( √ n)-sketch for any subadditive function using O(n) value and demand queries.
In fact, we only provide and analyze a single algorithm that calls in a black box manner to subroutines such as maximizing a function subject to a cardinality constraint. We obtain both parts of the theorem by using known implementations of these black 1 The paper by Goemans et al. [2009] says that in this case,ṽ approximates v everywhere, but in this article, we use the term sketch, which was suggested later in Badanidiyuru et al. [2012] . 2 A very related question is learning valuation functions-see, e.g., Balcan et al. [2012] , Harvey [2011], Feldman and Vondrák [2013] , and Feldman and Kothari [2014] . 3 Demand query: given prices per item p 1 , . . . , p j , return a most profitable bundle S ∈ arg max T v(T ) − j∈T p j . 4 The sketch functions in previous constructions [Goemans et al. 2009; Balcan et al. 2012; Badanidiyuru et al. 2012] were submodular, although the definition of a sketch [Badanidiyuru et al. 2012] does not restrict the sketch function to belong to a certain class. One difference between our work and previous constructions is that the sketch we obtain is an XOS function.
boxes. In addition, we use the same algorithm to obtainÕ( √ n)-sketch for matroid rank functions using onlyÕ(n) value queries.
An Overview of Our Construction
We now give a brief overview of our construction. Recall that a valuation a is additive if for every set S, we have that a(S) = j∈S a({ j}). Also, recall that a valuation function v is XOS if there exist additive valuations a 1 , . . . , a t such that v(S) = max r a r (S). (It is known that every XOS function is also a subadditive function, and every submodular function is also an XOS function.) For simplicity of presentation, in the next few paragraphs, we focus on the case where for each item j and valuation a r , we have that 5 a r ({ j}) ∈ {0, 1}.
Let us now discuss a procedure that given a value k correctly sketches all sets S such that v(S) = k. If k ≤ √ n, to approximate the value of a given bundle S, it is enough to decide whether there exists a single item j ∈ S such that v({ j}) = 1 or whether for all j ∈ S we have that v({ j}) = 0. In the former case, our sketch can return that the value of S is 1, and we maintain a √ n-approximation. In the latter, we know that v(S) is 0. Notice that the information needed to decide between the cases can be written down using only n bits, where the j-th bit specifies whether v({ j}) = 1 or not.
The heart of the proof is the trickier case where k > √ n. In this case, our sketch will include a maximal number of disjoint bundles T 1 , . . . , T l ⊆ N, where for each bundle
Notice that such R exists because the value of every item in any of the additive valuations is in {0, 1}. Furthermore, this also implies that for each R ⊆ R, we have that v(R ) = |R |.
Let R = R ∩ (∪ i T i ). First, observe that |R | ≥ k/2. If this were not the case, we have that |R − R | ≥ k/2. This is a contradiction to our assumption that T 1 , . . . , T l is a maximal disjoint set of bundles such that v(T i ) = k 2 , since we could have added any subset of size k 2 from R − R to the T i 's. Since there are l ≤ 2 √ n disjoint sets, there
Thus, for every given S, our sketch will return the size of largest intersection between S and the T i 's, and this size is guaranteed to be within a factor of O( √ n) of v(S). Finally, we run the aforementioned procedure for all possible values of 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Given a bundle S, we return the maximum value of S that was computed by any of the sketches constructed by the procedure. By the earlier discussion, this value is within a factor of O( √ n) of v(S).
PRELIMINARIES
In this article, we consider valuation functions v :
). In addition, we consider the following restrictions on the valuation functions:
-β-XOS: There exists a set of additive functions a 1 , . . . , a t such that for every bundle S the following two conditions hold:
Given a valuation function that is β − XOS and a bundle S, an approximate XOS clause of S will be an additive function for which both the conditions above hold. A function v that is β − XOS with β = 1 is called simply an XOS function.
An equivalent and more intuitive definition of submodular functions is the property of decreasing marginal values: Cormen et al. [2001] for the standard definition). The rank function of the matroid, r :
Every XOS function is also a subadditive function, and every submodular function is also an XOS function [Lehmann et al. 2001 ]. Furthermore, every subadditive function is O(log n)-XOS [Dobzinski 2011 ]. It is also well known that every matroid rank function is submodular.
We say that a functionṽ : 2 N → R + is an α-sketch of v ifṽ can be represented in poly(n) space and for every bundle S we have that v(S) α ≤ṽ(S) ≤ v(S). We assume that v is represented by a black box that can answer a specific type of queries. One type is value query: given S, return v(S). Another type is demand query: given prices per item p 1 , . . . , p j , return a most profitable bundle S ∈ arg max T v(T ) − j∈T p j .
Recall that a sketchṽ has to be represented in poly(n) space. However, if the ratio
is large (e.g., super exponential in n), even writing down approximate values for max j v({ j}) and min j v({ j}) requires too many bits. To this end, we say that a valuation v is well bounded if
We first show that we can focus on sketching wellbounded valuations (a nonalgorithmic version of this lemma appeared in Badanidiyuru et al. [2012] ):
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be an algorithm that produces an α-sketch of well-bounded subadditive valuations. Then, there is an algorithm A that produces an O(α)-sketch for any subadditive valuation. Moreover, A runs A on n sets of items T 1 , . . . , T n , where each item j appears in O(1) sets, in addition to n value queries.
Denote by q the number of queries that A makes. Notice that as long as q ≥ n, the number of queries that A makes is O(q).
PROOF. (proof of Lemma 2.1) We construct the T i 's as follows. Without loss of generality, assume that
Similarly, let j 3 be the item with the smallest index such that v({ j 2 }) v({ j 3 }) ≥ n 2 , let T 3 = N j 3 and so on.
Notice that the conditions in the statement of the lemma hold for T 1 , . . . , T n . The sketch that A produces is obtained by running A on each set T i separately. All that is left is to show that we can compute the value of any set S to within a factor of O(α). Toward this end, consider some set S and let j be the item with the smallest index in S. Let i be the largest index such that j ∈ N i . Let S = S − N i . Since by assumption we have that we get an α-sketch for S ∩ N i , it suffices to show is that v(S ) ≤ v(S) 2 , and this concludes the proof because, by subadditivity, we then have that v(S ∩ N i ) ≥ v(S) 2 .
Observe that by construction for each j ∈ S , we have that
Let S ⊆ N be a bundle, and fix some approximate clause a of S. For r ∈ N, the r-projection of S, denoted by S r , is defined as
We also define the core of S, denote C (S), as the highest valued r-projection of S, that is: C (S) = S r , where a(S r ) = max r a (S r ).
CLAIM 2.3. For every bundle S and a well-bounded
β·2 log(n) , where a is the additive valuation, which is an approximate XOS clause of S.
PROOF. Let y be the number of nonempty projections of a. Recall that a (S) ≤ r a (S r ) ≤ β · a (S), and thus, by the pigeonhole principle, we conclude that ∃r s.t. a (S r ) ≥ a(S) y and that same r satisfies
Since v is well bounded and since the projections were defined on the ranges between powers of 2, there are at most 2 log (n) nonempty projections. The claim follows by the earlier discussion.
THE CONSTRUCTION
We now describe an algorithm that sketches a well-bounded valuation v. Using this algorithm, we can obtain sketches for any valuation function by applying Lemma 2.1. Two oracles are used in this algorithm, and we assume that they are given to us as black boxes. The first oracle M AX(v, N , k) gets as input a subset of the items N ⊆ N and an integer k and returns a subset T ⊆ N such that v(T ) ≥ max S⊆N , |S|≤k v(S) α (i.e., maximization subject to a cardinality constraint), for some constant α ≥ 1.
The second oracle β − XOS(S) gets a bundle S and returns a β-approximate XOS clause of S with respect to the valuation v. We will use known implementations of these oracles to obtain our efficient sketches for subadditive and submodular valuations. In the appendix, we also show how to obtain sketches for matroid rank function with onlyÕ(n) value queries. For that, we provide a fast and simple implementation of M AX (v, N , k) for this class. Since v is well bounded, we may assume that for all j,
The Sketch Construction Algorithm
(1) For every k = √ n, 2 · √ n, 4 · √ n, . . . , n and r = 1, 2, 4, . . . , n 2 : (a) Let T k,r = ∅. Let the set of "heavy" items be H k,
(2) For every item j, return v({ j}). For every k, r iterated above, return T k,r .
The above algorithm constructs a sketch for a valuation v. For a given bundle S, we will use the algorithm's output to return its approximate value:
(1) Let max singleton = max j∈S v ({ j}), max intersection = max k,r,T ∈T k,r |T ∩ S| · r 4α·β . (2) Return max{max singleton , max intersection }.
Analysis. We now analyze the performance of the algorithm. We start with a helpful claim: CLAIM 3.1. Fix a well-bounded subadditive valuation v, and consider some bundle S and an iteration k . Let S r be its r -projection, where |S r | = |S ∩ L k ,r |. Then, the algorithm will keep adding subsets to T k ,r as long as |S r ∩ ( i T i )| < k 2 . Furthermore, at the end of the algorithm, we have that |T k ,r | ≤ 4α·β· √ n 2β−1 . PROOF. Consider the disjoint subsets T 1 , . . . , T l ∈ T k ,r . As long as we did not use at least half of the items in S r to construct the sets in T k ,r , there is some subset T ⊆ N with v (T ) ≥ k ·r 2 , and thus the oracle M AX(·) must return some set with value at least k ·r 2α . We conclude that the loop in Step 1b will not stop before we get that
Observe that this holds also for |S r | = k = 2 i · √ n: in the k th iteration of Step 1, where k = 2 i · √ n such that i is the largest index for which k < k , the loop in Step 1b will keep running while M AX returns subsets with value of at least k·r 2α , and, as explained earlier, it will keep adding such subsets of value k ·r 2α > k·r 2α as long as there is some subset T ⊆ N with v (T ) ≥ k ·r 2 . For the second part of the claim, note that every subset T returned by M AX(·) is valued at least k·r 2α . In Step 1(b)i, we remove from T the items with value less than r 4α·β ; thus, the maximal loss of value in this step will be k·r 4α·β , and we get that
. Observe that the sets consist of only "light" items, and since we only deal with subadditive valuations
. Since |N| = n, we can upper bound the number of the disjoint subsets with 4α·β· √ n 2β−1 . The next two lemmas analyze the running time and the approximation ratio of the sketch as a function of the properties of the oracles. We will later consider specific implementations of these oracles and will provide explicit bounds on the performance of the algorithm for each class.
LEMMA 3.2. For every well-bounded subadditive valuation v, there is an implementation of the algorithm in which the number of times that the algorithm calls M AX(·) and β − XOS(·) is O(α · √ n · log 2 n). In addition, the algorithm makes O(n) value queries.
PROOF. The outer loop in
Step 1 iterates over at most O(log 2 n) pairs of indices (k, r). We claim that the loop in Step 1b iterates 4α·β· √ n 2β−1 times: we know from Claim 3.1 that for every k , r , |T k ,r | ≤ 4α·β· √ n 2β−1 , and this is also the maximal number of iterations of the loop. Overall, the number of calls to the oracles MAX(·) and β − XOS(·) is indeed O(α · √ n · log 2 n). The additional value queries the algorithm uses are to determine the "heavy" items set and to return the value of every singleton, which overall requires n singleton value queries. LEMMA 3.3. For every well-bounded subadditive valuation v, the algorithm returns an O(α 2 · β 2 · √ n · log n)-sketch of v.
PROOF. Fix a bundle S. By Lemma 2.3, the core of S gives us an O(β · log n)approximation to v(S), and we claim that the algorithm constructs sketches of each r-projection of S, and of C (S) in particular. Let |C (S) | = k , and let r be the projection index of the core set, then k · r ≤ a (C (S)) ≤ 2 · k · r , where a is the additive valuation, which is an approximate XOS clause of S. Note that if H k ,r ∩ S = ∅, then there exists a singleton that gives O( √ n)-approximation for a (C (S)), and its value will be returned in Step 2 of the algorithm (observe that if k < √ n, then by the pigeonhole principle and subadditivity, such "heavy" item must exist).
If H k ,r ∩ S = ∅, Claim 3.1 gives us that |C(S) ∩ ( i T i )| ≥ k 2 and also that |T k ,r | ≤ 4α·β· √ n 2β−1 . Thus, by the pigeonhole principle,
Observe that the value that the algorithm outputs is at least
Applications. By providing specific efficient implementations for the oracles used in the algorithm, we get our main results: COROLLARY 3.4. There exists an algorithm that produces anÕ( √ n) sketch of every monotone submodular valuation v using only O(n 3 2 · log 3 (n)) value queries.
PROOF. We first prove the result for a well-bounded valuation v. We use a recent result [Badanidiyuru and Vondrák 2014] that presents an implementation for the oracle MAX(·) for monotone submodular functions with α = 1 1− 2 e while using O (n · e · log (n · e)) value queries. 6 In addition, the implementation of the β − XOS(·) oracle for monotone submodular functions is straightforward-given a bundle S, we return an additive function a that assigns every item in S with its marginal value, that is: v(i 1 ) = v(S) − v(S\{i 1 }), . . . , v(i j ) = v(S\ k< j i k ) − v(S\( k< j i k ∪ {i j })), and get an XOS clause with β = 1 [Dobzinski et al. 2005] . That requires additional O (n) value queries. Combining with Claim 3.1, we conclude that our algorithm makes O(n 3 2 · log 3 (n)) value queries and achieves an approximation ratio of O( √ n · log n). The result for any valuation follows by applying Lemma 2.1.
We do not know whether we can construct sketches for general submodular functions using onlyÕ(n) value queries. However, if v is further known to be a matroid rank function, we are able to sketch it using onlyÕ(n) value queries. We postpone this result to the appendix. COROLLARY 3.5. There exists an algorithm that produces anÕ( √ n) sketch of every subadditive valuation v using O(n) demand and value queries.
PROOF. We first prove the result for a well-bounded valuation v. For the implementation of the oracle MAX(·), we use a former result [Dobzinski et al. 2011 ] that gives an approximation of α = 2 while using O (log (n)) demand queries. The oracle β − XOS(·) can be implemented using a construction that returns an approximate XOS clause with β = O(log (n)) while using O(log(n)) demand queries [Dobzinski 2007 ]. We therefore achieve an approximation ratio of O( √ n· log 3 n) using O( √ n· log 3 (n)) demand queries and O(n) value queries. The result for a general valuation v follows by applying Lemma 2.1. 6 Specifically, the implementation of Badanidiyuru and Vondrák [2014] provides 1 1− 1 e − approximation: we use = 1 e for simplicity. Another possibility is using the classic greedy algorithm [Nemhauser et al. 1978 ], which gives (1 − 1 e )-approximation, but its running time is O(n 2 ), which results in a slower overall running time.
